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Using and Activating the Your Master Mind Form
Today’s webinar will train you in how to contemplate an inner form
and how to activate it. We will use the Master Mind Form, which is
located right beyond the last nodal point of the Abstract Mind Plane.
We are selecting this form because it is present in everyone, and
not just in some of you—and all of you will need to use these abilities.
The Master Mind Form mirrors your development in the Abstract
Mind Plane. It allows you to use the abilities you have opened up at
this level of the Superconscious mind, plus it allows you to develop
new abilities.
The form has three layers.
The outer layer contains the chakras that mirror your development on each of the seven Subplanes—this is the Zone of Plane
Review.
The middle layer contains the centers that represent your Soul’s
calling and genius—this is the Zone of Soul Expression.
The inmost layer is the vortex through which your Soul activates
the abilities anchored on this Plane through an inner vortex, or
Siddhi Yantra.
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The Zone of Plane Review
When you first encounter your Master Mind form, it appears as a
golden, glorified image of your physical form, when you were in the
peak of health, beauty, and intelligence.
As you begin to focus on this form, you will first become aware of
the chakras, which represent your Soul’s development on the seven
Subplanes of the Abstract Mind Plane. These appear as geometric
arrays along the spinal tube of this form. They appear as follows:
Location of
Center

Ray

Color

Subplane

Content

Body-Mind
Programming

Mastery of sports;
command of the body,
physiological functions,
and the astral body

Temple of
Science

Mastery of one or more of
the disciplines of Science

Emerald
Green

Temple of Art

Mastery of a field of art

Golden
Yellow

Temple of
Philosophy

Mastery of philosophical
inquiry

Akashic
Records

Ability to process and
clear the Records, and to
read your past lives

Base of Spine

7th

Violet

Navel

5th

Red-Orange

Solar Plexus

4th

Heart

3rd

Throat

6th

Purple

Thalamus

1st

Ruby Red

Demiurgic
[Dynamic
Creation}

Ability to create what you
intend on the eight
dynamics of Creation

Brain

2nd

Royal Blue

Universal Mind

Ability to align with and
activate the Laws of the
Universal Mind

As you reach the highest center, you then will pass beyond it, and
sink down into the heart (Hridaya)—this will reveal the Zone of Soul
Expression.
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The Zone of Soul Expression
The Zone of Soul Expression is an inner sphere, with a form inside
it. The chakras of this inner form are like radiating stars, sending out
shafts of golden light. These centers are described in the table below.
Number of
Radii

Content

Four

Physical professions: agriculture, construction,
mining, and manufacture

Six

Family-oriented professions: childcare,
educational/teaching institutions, grocery and
department stores, restaurants, recreation,
and healthcare

Ten

Business-oriented professions: accounting,
management, clerical occupations, computer
science, banking, finance

Heart

Twelve

Psycho-spiritual professions [we will go into
this in greater depth in this webinar]

Throat

Sixteen

Creative professions: writer/playwright,
scholar/professor, film director, art and
poetry, scientific research

Chakra
Base of Spine

Navel

Solar Plexus

Thalamus

Brain
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Two

One
Thousand

The lemniscate (infinity sign) – point of choice
to create or dissolve any track through the
Abstract Mind Plane—this guides you to
acquire knowledge and training related to
these core aspects of the Soul’s expression,
and to let go of knowledge or abilities that are
no longer relevant to the Soul’s mission
The interface between the Soul and
Subconscious mind; though this center, the
Soul accesses its own lived experiences and
the collective knowledge of humanity
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The Siddhi Yantra for the Abstract Mind Plane
As you direct your attention downwards and behind you, in the
navel center is the Siddhi Yantra for this Plane. This is the power
center through which your Soul accesses these abilities from higher
Planes.
It corresponds to the second chakra of the Planetary Man [or
Woman]. This center opens within you when your Soul has moved
beyond the Abstract Mind Plane.

The Twelve Psycho-Spiritual Helping Professions
We will focus on exploring the twelve psycho-spiritual helping
professions, as these are the ways in which your Soul truly expresses
its core service to humanity. While all of the professions that arise
from this sacred heart of the Master Mind form are avenues to help
other people in some capacity—either directly or indirectly—these
twelve are tied to the Soul’s Great Work. Here are descriptions of the
twelve radii of the Zone of Soul Expression.
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Ray

5th

Profession

Psychological
Scientist
Psychiatrist

What this Profession Encompasses
Uses tests to assess and evaluate cognition, affect, and
behavior, academic potential and performance, mental
health, and other measures. Interprets and reports back
to the clients the results of these tests. These scientists
may use the results of these tests to evaluate a research
hypothesis, to validate testing protocols, and to develop
new techniques or protocols for testing. Psychiatrists
may use these test results to diagnose a patient.

Social Worker

Connects clients to available resources and support in
their community. Assesses clients’ needs based on their
life history, education and life skills, and resources
available to them. May facilitate groups or do individual
counseling to train others in life and coping skills.
Assists clients to apply for available public services.

2nd

Counselor

Assists clients to identify and solve their problems.
Allows the client to be known and supported through
establishing empathic rapport. Listens to clients’
concerns. Assesses where the client is currently on the
path to their objectives, and what remains to be
accomplished. Identifies what are their strengths and
weaknesses. Proposes alternatives by which they may
reach their goal, and potential outcomes of each
alternative. Facilitates clients to make congruent and
authentic choices.

6th

Understands the nature of the dynamics that lay beneath
clients’ personal issues, and their dysfunctional patterns
of cognition, affect, and behavior. Helps the client
explore, learn to cope with, and overcome these
personal issues and dysfunctional patterns. May work
Psychotherapist with individuals, groups, or families. Combines the use
of assessment tools, identification of clients’ strengths
and challenges, and facilitation of clients’ choices with
targeted psychotherapeutic techniques to help clients
recover and rehabilitate normalized and optimal
functioning.

3rd
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Ray

1st

Profession

Coach

Hypnotherapist
7th

4th

6th

1st

Guided
Meditation
Facilitator

Healer

Minister
Evangelist

Initiator
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What this Profession Encompasses
Identifies where clients are, what their objectives are,
and gives them a roadmap or structured program to
achieve those objectives. Gives assignments, homework,
specific tasks, and insightive processes to help them
achieve their goals and overcome their internal
resistance that holds them back. Holds clients
accountable for achieving those tasks. Seeks to facilitate
transformation for their clients so they may actualize
their dreams.
The hypnotherapist uses hypnotic induction and
suggestion to guide their clients’ attention into trance
states, in which clients may contact and interact with
elements of their Subconscious and Metaconscious mind
[the personal zone]; the Guided Meditation Facilitator
extends hypnosis into the Superconscious [transpersonal
zone]. Hypnosis sessions may take the form of (a)
hypnotherapy, which aims to help the client overcome a
problem or obstacle; (b) empowerment, which helps
clients to mobilize their inner resources to overcome a
problem; or (c) transformation, which assists the client
move from where they are to where they want to be.
Utilizes different modalities to produce healing and
renewal for their clients at the physical (biochemical);
information (knowledge and belief matrix); spatial
(environmental); etheric (pranic); emotional; mental; and
spiritual octaves.
Seeks to awaken faith in God, and convert others to
participate in religious worship and scriptural study. May
give sermons or discourses based on the scriptures. May
lead others in prayer or pray for others. [The esoteric
octave of the minister ministers the Light of Attunement
to awaken the essences of spirituality in others.]
The Initiator is anointed with the Divine Light and Fire.
Uses the Divine Light to awaken the Kundalini in others,
and to unfold [Translate] the Soul and its vehicles to a
new nodal point on the path. [In some traditions, this
thaumaturgy may be directed to a nucleus of identity.]
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Ray

4th

Profession

Psychic
Visionary

What this Profession Encompasses
The psychic or visionary is in touch with the stream of
images (visual), the voice of intuitive guidance (auditory),
and the felt sense of the impressions of the inner life
(feeling) coming from the Superconscious mind. This
intuitive stream may appear (a) to come through the
Preconscious as impressions; (b) as sensations from the
eye of intuition and subtle senses of the astral body; (c)
their form in the Psychic Realm; or (d) as guidance
imparted to the attention, attentional principle, or the
spirit. [This guidance may come the Soul—or from a
variety of other entities, which purportedly includes
departed ancestors, guides, angels, or Ascended
Masters.] [In disciples, this intuitive stream may also
arise from (e) the Soul’s Illumined Mind (Buddhi), (f) from
the guide form of their Master, or (g) from the infilling
and overshadowing of the Holy Spirit.]
The psychic may tap into this impressional stream to do
channeling (verbal transmission of guidance), or
readings (structured or unstructured sharing of
information) for their clients.
The visionary will contact this stream to make
predictions about the future (prophecy), or to capture
their visions and voices as creative or artistic expression.
This creative expression can take the form of dance,
music, painting, sculpture, video, fantasy/New Age
fiction, graphic design, architectural design, or theatre.
Some visionaries channel new scriptures or books of
their inspiration.

7th

Priest
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Performs ritual ceremonies to convey the blessings of
God upon human life. These ceremonies include
invocation of a god or goddess to bless a family;
marriage ceremonies; rites for healing and exorcism;
ordination into the priesthood; or rites conducted when
a person is dying, or at their funeral. They may also
preside over ceremonies marking entrance into a faith,
such as baptism; maintenance of the faith, such as
Eucharist, confirmation, or tying of the sacred thread.
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Ray

2nd

Profession

Spiritual
Teacher

What this Profession Encompasses
Shows others how to meditate, and how to commune
with the sources of intuitive knowledge within them. May
give discourses that (a) elucidate levels of consciousness
(e.g., a description of levels of the Great Continuum of
Consciousness); (b) show how to live in harmony and
virtue; (c) clarify the meaning of scriptures; (d) expound
the teachings of the lineage [to which the teacher
belongs]; (e) explain the fine points of meditation; (f)
encourage spiritual practice and create motivation to
make spiritual progress; and (g) awaken discernment
and Soul Realization. [Esoteric teachers may manifest a
guide form to lead the attentional principle or the spirit
on the inner Planes; they may also send a beam of
attunement to focus the attention on a particular
spiritual essence or vehicle of consciousness.

We observe that some aspirants are drawn to one or more of these
psycho-spiritual helping modalities, and are led to develop them to be
of service to others. Let’s examine whether you have activated any of
these psycho-spiritual tracks.
 To which of these professions do you feel interest or
attraction?
 In which of these professions have you acquired education and
training to develop your ability in this area?
 In which of these professions have you gained the competence
and confidence, [and if required, certification] to be able to
practice it as a paid professional activity?
 In which of these professions have you developed enough
expertise so that you can teach, mentor, or train others in it?
 In which of these professions do you intuit you have
completely purified its track, so it has become a core ability of
your Soul?
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How May I Be of Service?
As your spirituality unfolds within you, there is often a concomitant
desire to be of service, and to make a difference in the lives of others.
While there are many ways to be of service—and certain ones are
drawn to develop these psycho-spiritual tracks—it is important to
assess what are all of your gifts as you open up this inner capsule of
the Master Mind form.
For this aim, we will contemplate upon the service that your Soul
has brought forward.

How may I be of service?
 To my life and personality?
 To members of my family (spouse and children)?
 To my relatives?
 To my employer?
 To my clients?
 To my chosen religious or spiritual organization?
 To my community? To my nation?
 To humanity? To the Kingdoms of Nature? To the Earth?
 To the spirits of others? To the Souls of others?
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Contemplation of Your Master Mind Form

Use the affirmation: “I am the Master Mind.” You may also use “I am
the Infinite” to connect with your Master Mind form.
Meditate on each of the chakras in this form.
 Base of spine
 Navel
 Solar Plexus
 Heart
 Throat
 Point between the eyebrows
 Brain
Notice if there is a track of pure energy that unites with the chakras
of this form from any of the seven Subplanes.
 Is that chakra open?
 Does your Soul have control and mastery over this ability?
Sink deeper into the capsule of the heart.
 Are any of the radiating star-like centers open in you?
Move your attention down the thread into the navel center.
 Can you feel your Soul’s Presence and Power radiating through
the Siddhi Yantra?
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Activating the Master Mind within You

You can activate the ability of your Master Mind form using
affirmations such as the following:
 I call upon my Master Mind to manifest [a desired condition] in
my life
 I call upon my Master Mind to align my life with [this intention]
 I call upon my Master Mind to give me full and clear
remembrance of [my present or my past life] from which this
issue originated
 I call upon my Master Mind to activate my faculty of
philosophical reasoning to arrive at clear and certain truth [in
this area]
 I call upon my Master Mind to activate my artistic ability
[specify which art form] so that I can create an exact replica of
the Divine idea that is in my mind’s eye
 I call upon my Master Mind to grant me the knowledge,
understanding, and the ability to apply this knowledge [in this
scientific discipline]
 I call upon my Master Mind to allow me to achieve and
progressively expand my personal best athletic performance in
[the sport you are seeking to improve your performance]
The Master Mind form is one of the first vehicles of power that your
Soul activates in the Planetary Realm. Once your Soul has crossed this
threshold, you have this empowered representative of your Soul ever
at hand—ready to serve you.
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Thank you for attending our webinar today!
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